Abstract. We study the "coding power" of an arbitrary RT 1 k -instance. We prove that every RT 1 k -instance admit non trivial generalized low solution. This is somewhat related to a problem proposed by Patey. We also answer a question proposed by Liu, i.e., we prove that there exists a 0 ′ -computable RT 
Introduction
Reverse mathematics is a field that studies the proof theoretic strength of mathematical theorems. Many theorems are surprisingly found to be equivalent to one of the big five axioms [18] . Ramsey's theorem for pairs is probably one of the most famous exception.
Ramsey's theorem for single integers, RT 1 k , is not interesting in the sense of reverse mathematics. Because over RCA 0 RT 1 k is trivial. However, the "coding power" of an arbitrary instance of RT 1 k attracts more and more attention since many admitting-homogenous-set theorems induced by binary relations reduce to the study of RT 1 k instance. For example, RT 2 2 , EM. Here EM is the Erdős-Moser theorem which says that every infinite tournament contains an infinite transitive subtournament (see also [8] ).
In this paper, we prove two theorems about RT 1 k instance. The first says that every instance of RT 1 k admit generalized low solution. The second theorem prove the existence of a Muchnick degree of the solutions of an instance of RT 1 3 that can not be reduced to that of any instance of RT 1 2 . These results are of technical interest and are related to some recent arising questions in reverse mathematics as illustrated in subsection 1.1. We begin by introducing definitions of RT n k and review of the related literature.
Definition 1.1. Let [X]
k denote {F ⊆ X : |F | = k}. A k-coloring on X is a function c : [X] n → {1, 2 . . . k}. A set H ⊆ X is homogeneous for c iff c is constant on [H] k . A stable 2−coloring is a function c : [X] 2 → {1, 2} such that there exists i ∈ {1, 2} |{x ∈ X : c(x) = i}| < ∞. Definition 1.2 (Ramsey's theorem [16] ). (RT n k ) For any n, k, every k-coloring of [N] n admits an infinite homogeneous set. The stable Ramsey's theorem for pair, SRT 2 k , is RT 2 2 restricted to stable colorings. Definition 1.3 (COH). Let S 0 , S 1 , · · · be a sequence of sets. A set C is cohesive wrt S 0 , S 1 , · · · iff (∀i ∈ ω)|C ∩ S i | < ∞ ∨ |C ∩ S i | < ∞.
(COH): For every uniform sequence S 0 , S 1 , · · · there exists an infinite cohesive set.
For more details see also [1] or [5] . There is a lot of literature on Ramsey theorems for pairs. To mention a few, Simpson [18] and Jockusch [7] proved that over RCA 0 , RT n k is equivalent to ACA 0 for n > 2. Jockusch [7] also showed that WKL 0 does not imply RT 2 2 . Seetapun and Slaman in their celebrated paper [17] proved that RT 2 2 does not imply ACA 0 over RCA 0 . Cholak, Jockusch and Slaman [1] proved that RT 2 2 is equivalent to SRT 2 2 + COH over RCA 0 . Their paper also create one of the most important technique based on Mathias forcing, the low 2 construction. Liu [9] , [10] separate RT 2 2 from WKL 0 and WWKL respectively. Therefore, combining with Jockusch [7] and the fact RT is not equivalent to any of the "big five". Most recently, Chong, Slaman and Yang [2] proved that SRT 2 2 does not imply COH and thus RT 2 2 . This settles a long standing problem. However, their model is nonstandard and thus leave the question that whether SRT 2 2 imply COH in standard arithmetic model. Another important progress is Patey and Yokoyama [15] , they proved that over RCA 0 RT 
Liu [10] proposed the question that whether there exists an instance of RT 1 3 such that of which the solution set is not Muchnik reducible to any solution set of any instance of RT 1 2 . We here give a positive answer in theorem 1.5. Similar results have been obtained independently by Dzhafarov [3] , Hirschfeldt andd Jockusch [6] , Patey [14] .
The question is of technical interest. Patey [13] proved that there exists a 0 ′ -computable instance of TT 2 -solutions of ρ, namely τ i , i = 1, · · · , n, there exists some extension of ρ, namely γ, such that any solution to any instance extending γ avoids τ i , i ≤ n. However, this easy-avoidance property does not holds for RT codes the solutions in a much more compact fashion. This is reflected by the fact that any instance of RT 1 3 computes a solution of itself. The proof of theorem 1.5 employs the method in Liu [10] . 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the two theorem. We also propose new problems in section 5
Notations
We write ρ * τ to denote the string that concatenate τ after ρ. We sometimes regard a binary string ρ ∈ 2 <ω as a set {j : ρ(j) = 1}, and write ρ ⊆ X for set containing relation, ρ − τ for set minus operation, ρ ∩ X for set intersection operation. For a sequence of string,
When ρ ∪ τ denote set union, we make assertion. We write ρ ⊂ Y iff ρ is prefix of Y . Empty string is denoted by ε.
For a tree T , [T ] is the set of paths through T . For a set X we write X ′ for the canonical jump, i.e., X ′ (n) = 1 iff Φ X n (n) ↓. We write 0 ′ for the jump (Turing) degree.
3. Proof of theorem 1.4
3.1. Forcing conditions. Firstly, recall the Mathias forcing.
Definition 3.1.
• A Mathias condition is a pair (σ, X) with σ ∈ 2 <ω and X ∈ 2 ω .
• (τ, Y ) extends the Mathias condition (σ, X) iff σ ⊂ τ and Y /τ ⊆ X/σ.
Write (τ, Y ) ≤ (σ, X) to denote the extension relation.
• A set G satisfies the Mathias condition (σ, X) if σ ⊂ G and G ⊆ X/σ.
We say string X ∈ 2 ω codes an ordered k-partition iff
Definition 3.2. In the proof of theorem 1.4, a forcing condition is a tuple, ((ρ 1,l , ρ 1,r ), . . . , (ρ k,l , ρ k,r ), P, k), where k > 0 indicates the number of partitions and P is a Π 0 1 k-partition class. Definition 3.3. We say set G satisfies condition ((ρ 1,l , ρ 1,r ), . . . , (ρ k,l , ρ k,r ), P, k) part j left side iff there exists X 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ X k ∈ P such that G satisfies (ρ i,l , X i ). Similarly for right side.
We say set G satisfies condition c on part j iff it satisfies condition c part j on left or right side.
We say that
• f witnesses this extension;
Outline. We will construct a sequence of forcing conditions
The function F tells how c <e,r> satisfy requirement R e , R i , i.e., for every forcing condition c <e,r> and part k of c <e,r> , F (c <e,r> , k) = (lef t, 1) iff Φ ρ <e,r> k,l e (e) ↓; F (c <e,r> , k) = (lef t, 0) iff for every G satisfying c <e,r> on part k left side, Φ G e (e) ↑ (lemma 3.7). Similarly for F (c <e,r> , k) = (right, type).
The parts of these forcing conditions form a tree T . Nodes on level s of the tree represent the parts of condition c s . Node j is a successor of node i iff for some s, j belongs to level s + 1, i belongs to level s, and f s+1 (j) = i where f s+1 is the witness of relation c s+1 ≤ c s (see definition 3.4).
We will prove that for any instance Y , there exists a path along the forcing condition tree T , namely part r i of condition c i , i ∈ ω, such that part r i of c i is acceptable and ρ To show the generalized low property, we prove that either for every e there exists r, F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·); or for every r there exists e, F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (right, ·) (lemma 3.10). Assume, without loss of generality, ∀e∃r F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·). Then we prove that given G l = ∞ j=1 ρ j rj,l we can 0 ′ −compute the path along T , i.e., the function i → r i (section 3.5). Given e, to decide whether Φ G l e (e) halt, simply find r such that F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, z). Finally, we prove that if ∀e∃r F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·), then |G l | = ∞ (lemma 3.11).
3.3.
Constructing forcing conditions and F . We start with condition c −1 = ((ε, ε), {ω}, 1). Given condition c i , we show how to construct c i+1 . Suppose i+1 =< e, r >. We will construct a sequence of forcing conditions
, where k is the number of parts of c i , each dealing with a part of c i to garantee the successor of that part of c i+1 forces R e , R r as described in lemma 3.7.
Now we construct c i,1 Consider the following Π 0 1 class,
If [T ci,1 ] = ∅ (in this case we adopt type 0 extension), split part 1 of c i into two parts with identical initial segment (ρ
. In this case, define 
n in above way
n many parts, and concatenate 0 n to initial segments of other parts of c i , i.e., extend ρ
τ j and replicate part 1 of the shrinked P i for 2 n many times, i.e.,
(Here
τ j is regarded as a set.) In summary,
Where for all j > 2 n , ρ
Remark 3.6. The purpose to concatenate 0 n to initial segments of the other parts is to enable 0 ′ ⊕ G-compute the path along the forcing condition tree, i.e., the function i → r i (see lemma 3.9 and subsection 3.5). Note that in this way, all initial segments a forcing condition are of identical length.
It is clear that c i,1 ≤ c i . The forcing condition c i,1 dealt with part 1 of c i . After
The following lemma 3.7 says that function F tells how forcing conditions c i , i ∈ ω, satisfy the requirements.
Lemma 3.7. The function F is 0 ′ − computable and To construct the set G, we need the following lemma, which says that the forcing condition tree is built along all instances of RT 
Proof. The proof is done by induction. Clearly, the lemma holds for c −1 . Assume it holds for c i . We show that it holds for c i, 1 . Fix an arbitrary instance of RT 
, 1} n and suppose τ h covers ρ witnessed by X (recall the construction during type 1 extension), i.e.,
Later we need to prove that given i∈ω ρ i ri,l or i∈ω ρ i ri,r we can compute the path through forcing condition tree T , i.e., function i → r i (see subsection 3.5). This needs the following auxiliary lemma 3.9, 
is also acceptable. Therefore, the acceptable parts of all forcing conditions c i , i ∈ ω form an infinite subtree of the whole forcing conditions tree T . Thus, the subtree admit a path, say part r i of c i ,
We will prove that either G l or G r is generalized low and infinite.
It is plain to see that, Lemma 3.10. Either (∀e)(∃r)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·) or (∀r)(∃e)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (right, ·).
We use lemma 3.10 to prove that at least one of G l , G r is infinite.
Lemma 3.11. Assume for all i part r i of c i is acceptable. We have, if (∀e)(∃r)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·) then |G l | = ∞. Similarly, if (∀r)(∃e)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (right, ·) then |G r | = ∞.
Proof. Assume (∀e)(∃r)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·). Consider such Turing functional E, Φ Z E (E) ↓ if and only if |Z| > E. Let R be such that F (c <E,R> , r <E,R> ) = (lef t, z). Note that by the construction of c < E, R > and F , we have, either for all G satisfying c <E,R> part r <E,R> left side, Φ G E (E) ↓; or for all G satisfying c <E,R> part r <E,R> , left side Φ G E (E) ↑, depending on z = 1, 0. But part r <E,R> of c <E,R> is acceptable. So there exists H satisfying c <E,R> on part r <E,R> left side that is infinite. Thus, Φ
H E (E) ↓ by definition of Φ E (E). This implies that for all
This implies |G l | > E. The proof is accomplished by noting that E is arbitrary.
In the following proof of theorem 1.4 we assume, without loss of generality, (∀e)(∃r)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·). Thus, by lemma 3.11 |G l | = ∞.
We firstly show that we can compute the function i → r i using G l and 0 ′ . Given i =< e, r > to compute r <e,r> , firstly find (uniformly in i) a Turing functional Φ E such that E > |ρ i 1,l |, < E, s > > i for all s ∈ ω and Φ G E (E) ↓ iff |G| > E. By our assumption, (∀e)(∃r)F (c <e,r> , r <e,r> ) = (lef t, ·), there exists R such that F (c <E,R> , r <E,R> ) = (lef t, z). Let R be an arbitrary such integer.
We show that on level < E, R > of the forcing condition tree T , there exists part k such that ρ
R> is a decent of part r i of c i where part f (k ′ , < E, R >, i) of c i is the accent of part k ′ of c <E,R> . Thus, to compute r i , simply find (effectively in G l ⊕ 0 ′ ) a number R and part k of c <E,R> , ρ
To prove existence of k, we show that r <E,R> is such a part. As in the proof of lemma 3.11, it must holds that F (c <E,R> , r <E,R> ) = (lef t, 1) since part r <E,R> of c <E,R> is acceptable. Therefore |{t : ρ
is incomparable with any ρ
r<E,R>,l thus comparable to ρ <E,R> r<E,R>,l . Therefore part r <E,R> of c <E,R> is a decent of part f (k ′ , < E, R >, i). But on level i of the forcing condition tree T , part r <E,R> has the unique accent node that is part r i of c i . Therefore f (k ′ , < E, R >, i) = r i . To compute G 
Definitions in section 3.1 such as "c ≤ d", "G satisfy c on part j left side", "acceptable" can clearly be inherited.
4.2.
Outline. We will construct uniformly in 0 ′ a sequence of forcing conditions · · · c i ≥ c i+1 · · · together with a sequence of RT Note that here by constructing a forcing condition c = ((ρ 1,l , ρ 1,r ), · · · , (ρ k,l , ρ k,r ), X, k) we mean not only to demonstrate the existence of c but also compute the Turing functional t, t ′ such that Φ
The purpose is to garantee 0 ′ -computability of the function i → β i . The requirement each forcing condition try to meet take the form as following.
R e (β) : (∀n
Note that if G satisfy all R e (β e ) for a sequence · · · β e ⊂ β e+1 · · · , then G fail to compute any non trivial solution to
We construct the forcing conditions and satisfy the requirements in the following way.
4.2.
For any part k of c <e,r> , either for every G satisfying c <e,r> on part k left side, G satisfies R e (β <e,r> ) or R e (β <e,r>−1 ); or for every G satisfying c <e,r> on part k right side, G satisfies R r (β <e,r> ) or R r (β <e,r>−1 ).
Meanwhile, we garantee a lemma 3.8 holds (see lemma 4.5).
Once such c i , β i , i ∈ ω are constructed, given an instance of RT 
4.3.
Constructing the forcing conditions and β i , i ∈ ω. We begin with some definitions which is also used in [10] [?]. We regard instances of RT As in the proof of theorem 1.4, let c −1 = ((ε, ε), {ω}, 1).
, c i,h deals with part h of c i to garantee that part forces the requirement R e (β i,h ) or R e (β i ), R r (β i,h ) or R r (β i ) in the way mentioned in 4.2. In the following proof, we show how to deal with part 1 and construct c i,1 .
Assume in the following that there exists n, m ≤ |β Consider the Π
We divide into two cases (1) 
class for any Z. Since Y is X i −low so Y + 1, Y + 2 are also X i −low. Therefore again, by low basis theorem, there exists a
To construct c i,1 we apply Cross operation to [10] ), i.e.,
And replicate the initial segment ρ i 1,l , ρ i 1,r for 6 times, i.e.,
is low. The construction is clearly uniform, thus we can 0 ′ compute (with input c i , β i ) the Turing functional namely t i,1 , t
• For every G satisfying c i,1 on its first 3 parts left side, Φ 
In summary,
Where for all j > 2 n , ρ Similar to lemma 3.7, we can show that c i+1 satisfies the requirements
Lemma 4.4. For every e, r, for every part k of c <e,r> , either for every G satisfying c <e,r> on part k left side, G satisfy R e (β <e,r> ) or R e (β <e,r>−1 ); or for every G satisfying c <e,r> on part k right side, G satisfy R r (β <e,r> ) or R r (β <e,r>−1 ).
In the first case we say that c i+1 part k progresses on the left side and in the second case we say that c i+1 part k progresses on the right side.
To construct G, we establish the following lemma that is exactly the same as lemma 3.8. n to initial segments of other parts. Because given G we need not compute the path through the forcing condition tree, i.e., we do not need lemma 3.9 here. But we need to prove additionally that A Lemma 4.7. The RT
Proof. The proof is accomplished by noting that the construction is effective in 0 ′ . an accent node of part K of c I , then part k of c i is also acceptable. Therefore, the acceptable parts of all forcing conditions c i , i ∈ ω form an infinite subtree of the whole forcing conditions tree T . Thus, the subtree admit a path, say part r i of c i ,
Constructing
We will prove that either G l or G r fails to compute any non trivial solution of A 1 3 and is infinite.
It is plain to see that, Lemma 4.8. Either (∀e)(∃r) c <e,r> part r <e,r> progresses on left side or (∀r)(∃e) c <e,r> part r <e,r> progresses on right side.
(Recall the definition of progress on the paragraph after lemma 4.4) We use lemma 4.8 to prove that at least one of G l , G r is infinite. . To see this, suppose (∀e)(∃r) c <e,r> part r <e,r> progresses on left side, we show that for any e Φ G l e violate A 1 3 explicitly of is trivial. Given e there exists infinitely many Turing functional Φ ej , j ∈ ω such that all Φ ej , j ∈ ω are exactly the same as Φ e . However, for every e j there exists r j such that G l satisfy R ej (β <ej ,rj> ) or R ej (β <ej ,rj >−1 ). Therefore by definition of requirement 4.1 (also note that 
Further discussion and questions
The results are of technical interest. The proof is different with that of [10] or [4] in the sense that here we construct forcing conditions along all instances of the problem (RT 1 2 ). Where in [10] we construct the objective set along a single instance. In another words, we pre choose a path through the forcing condition tree during the construction, and need not look at the construction else where in [10] . But here, to construct a set of "homogeneous" solutions intersecting with all instances (of RT instances simultaneously. The difference is reflected by the type 0 extension and lemma 3.9, 4.5. The results in this paper and many results arising recently [8] [11] [19] , which says there exists somewhat weak solution to some instance, motivate us to find pure combinatorial conditions for a problem to admit "weak" solution in all of its instance. For example, taking "weak" to be generalized low.
The proof that RT 1 2 admit generalized low solution in every instance is somewhat robust. Therefore, we wonder if many other problems also has this property.
Question 5.1. Is there a purely combinatorial condition that is necessary and sufficient for a problem P to admit generalized low solution in all its instances?
For many known problems, say (S)CAC, (S)ADS, (S)RT 2 2 etc, they either encode large functions (every function g there exists instance of the problem such that all non trivial solutions compute some f ≥ g) thus encode hyperarithmetic degree or admit generalized low solution. It'd be interesting to see some counterexamples.
Question 5.2. Does there exists a "natural" problem that neither encode large function nor admit generalized low solutions?
